FIRST EXPOSURE

JACK AND SUE DRAFAHL
ONE OF THE MOST critical elements in the digital process is having a reliable photo-editing program. Most of them offer the basic
exposure adjustments, gamma
modification and color correction
features, but a valuable program
should offer more. It should have
advanced editing controls for selection, layering, vector object editing,
3D graphics and a wide variety of
special effects and creative features.
The problem is when you start
adding these more advanced features, the software price generally
increases.
Ulead PhotoImpact Pro changes all that by offering a professional-level image editing program that goes beyond the norm. Its suite

of the tools have associated sliders
and extended menus that open
and close as you select the various
tools. When you first open the program, the tool box is attached to
the left side of the editing menu,
but you can select it and move it to
any other location on the screen.
Under the pull-down menus at
the top of the screen, you will find
dozens of additional tools and
image controls, so you can adjust
just about every aspect of the
image. You can easily customize the
top part of the editing screen with a
toolbar and panel editor to include the tools you want.
For those just getting starting in image editing, PhotoImpact Pro
features a special ExpressFix Wizard. It will take you step by step

Ulead PhotoImpact Pro
through the process of color correction, exposure balancing, saturaof programs includes the PhotoImpact Pro image editor and Web
tion adjustment and sharpness modification. It uses thumbnails to
design, a PhotoImpact Album database program, a thumbnail
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lems. For example,
The largest of the
under the Format
suite programs is the - menu, color shifts
PhotoImpact
Pro
can be corrected
image editor. When
using the Color Balyou open this proance, Color Shift,
gram, you are preColor Cast, Color Adsented with a splash
justment or Levels edmenu that can take
itor. Each control atyou into the editing
tacks the problem in
program or to one of
a different way, and
the other programs
within the suite. All Ulead PhotoImpact Pro's various Easy Palettes that can add objects, masks, shapes, and frames to any image. your choice will depend on your editing
the programs are constyle and preferences.
nected together with thumbnail links that allow you to drag files beOne of the most powerful correction tools is the High Dynamic
tween programs flawlessly.
In the main editing program, the blank editing screen is sur- Range function. This tool takes three bracketed exposures and combines them into one image, taking the best highlights, mid-tones
rounded by the Tool Panel on the left, pull-down menus at the top
and shadows from the three images. If the three images are taken by
and a floating Easy Palette on the right, which all feature dozens of
hand, holding the camera, a registration feature will help realign the
icons. The Tool Panel is similar to those found in other advanced edthree images as they are blended together. This is a great feature for
iting programs in that many of the tools expand and include further
(Continued on page 114)
tools via an arrow at the bottom right comer of the tool icon. Some
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If you want more control over any of the effects in the Easy Palette, you can
right dick on the icon, and a custom menu will appear. With this menu, you
can tweak the effect and save it as a new custom effect in the palette.

Dozens of text effects, fonts, bevels, reflections and
drop shadows can be applied from the Easy
Palette.

The stone filter effect from the Easy Palette takes a
normal image such as this flower, converts it into basic
color/exposure levels, and then applies bevels to each
level.

digital shooters who want to achieve the extended exposure range found in color negative
film.
The creative side of PhotoImpact is even more
impressive. The heart of the creative edge is the
Easy Palette—located on the right side of the editing screen (but it can be temporarily moved or
removed). It features galleries and object libraries
divided into special groupings with presets.
When you see an effect or object type you want,
simply drag it onto the image you are editing or
double-click on the thumbnail, and it performs
its magic. The combined power of these galleries
and libraries include more than 1000 creative
tricks and effects that take the program's creativeness to new heights.
The galleries section includes image effects,
styles, fills, painting options, a variety of brushes, stamps, particle effects, lighting, animation,
materials, buttons, frames and unique borders.
Each effect is represented by a small thumbnail
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Web page design is a snap with the full-featured Web design program built into
the PhotoImpact image editor. The program includes backgrounds, rollovers,
animations, slicing and posting to your Web page.

Ulead PhotoImpact Pro has a group of photographic filters that deal with distortion, lighting,
color balance and other traditional photographic effects. In this case we used a building shot
where the building appears to fall over. The perspective angle is corrected with the lens distortion filter.

The motion blur filter was dragged from the Easy Palette
onto a stock image of a cyclist. The motion blur menu
gives you control over direction, strength of blur and the
area that is affected by the motion blur.

of a generic image that illustrates the effect's results. You can compose your text right on the
image and bend, deform, or warp it for spectacular effects. If you want to customize the effect,
you can right click on the effect and an advanced slider menu opens to provide you full
customized control. Once you make your
changes, you can save it as a new effect that can
be applied to images later. The powerful control
found in the Easy Palette gives you millions of
combinations of creative controls, more than
you could use in a lifetime.
For the creative designer who prepares
brochures, posters and other printed layouts,
PhotoImpact Pro has all the tools to do the job.
In the floating tool box, you will find a dozen
clone paintbrushes, crayons, pencils, airbrushes,
charcoals, chalk, markers, oil paints, bristle
choices and more. The stamp tool creates an
endless stream of similar objects such as candy,
leaves or flowers. You can even create your own

Alkit Online
The high dynamic range function is used to combine images from a bracket exposure and expand the dynamic range of the final image. These images were
taken with a Fuji F700 digital camera in the Cayman Islands. The first image is
the overexposed image, while the second is the underexposed image.

igital
Prints
Prints are
available in glossy
or matte finish,
with or without a
border, at no
additional charge.

The third image is the combination of the two using the High Dynamic range
function in the program.
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stamp brush by collecting a group of similar objects and saving them
as a unique stamp brush.
There is also a 3D transform tool that allows you to size, distort, and
rotate in the 3D environment. If you want to add vector drawings to
your design, you can go to the object library in the Easy Palette or create one from scratch using the vector drawing tools. From there you
can use the materials gallery to add bevels, lighting patterns, bump
maps, shadows, refraction index, transparency effects or add texture
effects.
The third-party Adobe Photoshop-compatible plug-ins can be
linked to PhotoImpact Pro using the preferences section. The next
time you load the program, the plug-ins will be available. Most of the
plug-ins that we have tried in Photoshop work in PhotoImpact Pro.
The best part is you can add each of the plug-ins as a thumbnail image in the Easy Palette. This is the first editing program we have seen
that makes third-party plug-ins available as thumbnail effects.
There's even more for Web designers since PhotoImpact Pro has a
full Web page design program embedded directly in the main editing
screen. You'll find slicing tools, HTML text, flash object, GIF animation, rollovers, button designers and Web backgrounds. You can preview your edited Web page in a simulated state before posting it directly to your Web page from PhotoImpact Pro.
The second largest program in the suite is the Album program. You
can open it separately, or from the PhotoImpact Pro editor. With this
program you can catalog any image storage device, and easily create
a thumbnail database. You can then sort, search, or present the im(Continued on page / 30)

With just a cfidc...
Alkit mokes it easy to
get professional quality,
Fujifilm Frontier Prints
online at www.alkit.com
Download an Alkit customized

Digital Lab Profile
from www.alkit.com to ensure that your prints
match the images on your computer screen.
Then upload your images to your own, private
folder on our Secure FTP Server -

call (212) 462-0070 ext. 759 for details.
We're
Celebrating

As Americas
One-Stop
Photo/Imaging
Source

Alkit provides the latest
photo and digital equipment
for purchase or rental.

222 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 1 0003
212.462.0070 ext. 759 I 800.846.2600 ext. 759
www.alkit.com
To request more information see pages 136 and 137.
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Professional
Bracket System
For Your
Digital Camera
The Lindahl System starts with a Rotating Camera
Bracket that will accommodate many professional
digital cameras An optional Flash Bracket keeps
the strobe centered above the lens for vertical
and horizontal composition To complete the
system, a Lens Shade may be added to prevent
lens flare and allow the use of many Lindahl
filters and vignettes
Manufactured By

Photo Control Corporation

4800 Quebec Avenue North, Minneapolis, MN 55428 USA
Telephone: 1-800-787-8078 or 763-537-3601
e-mail: pcc-info@photo-control.com

www. photo-control.com
See us at PPA Las Vegas-Booth 520
To request more information see pages 136 and 137.

now available on-line!

topflightalbums.com
To request more information see pages 136 and 137.
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While balance : 1
Fie Name : F700.2004_031i_1t2212(2).JPO
Fie Size : 552.030
DateAime photo taken : 3/14/2004 11:22:13 PM

Photographic lens flare filter is applied to the
image. You have control over placement of flare,
brightness, glow, and angle that it comes down
in the image.

PhotoImpact Album has the ability to store all the EXIF
digital camera data that is stored with each
digital camera file. You can then review, print, or
search for images based on f/stop, shutter speed,
ISO, etc.

them up even more.
PhotoImpact Pro
offers all the functionality of PhotoImpact XL, but adds
several key features
and bonus software
components. The
three-CD set includes a bonus CD
and is ready for edit- The Photoimpact ^um program can catalog any type with over 5000 photo objects, some
ing. You can also add of storage device and create a thumbnail database of
tne
icons for other editimages. You can then sort, search, print, or add ad- video tutorials and
,.,,
ditional information to each thumbnail image. You can
several
hundred
also drag the thumbnails to the program icons on the
graphic art objects to
you drag the thumb- right and that program will open ready to edit that
nail to those icons,
help the creative
icons, image. When the image is saved it is updated in the
.„ album.
process.
those programs will
Ulead PhotoImpact Pro features just about
open with your image choice.
everything you need to transfer, organize,
Cool 360 is a small panorama program
and edit your digital images. It is only on the
that is part of the suite, and it makes panoraWindow platform and supports Microsoft
mas easy to do. Images are first collected and
Windows 98 SE, 2000, ME and XP. PhotoImarranged in the order that you decide, and
pact Pro is a powerful software program, so
then they are stitched, blended, and made
don't be scared off by its extremely affordable
into one long panorama. You can also make
list price of $99.95.
a circular 360° panorama that can be aniFor more on Ulead's video and still prodmated and viewed with the 360° viewer that
comes with the suite.
ucts, you can go to www.ulead.com/.
But wait, there's more. The GIF Animator
is a small utility that allows you to load, preJack and Sue Drafahl are freelance journalists/photographers living in the Pacific Northwest. They have
view, and edit GIF animations so they can be
owned
and operated a custom lab and service buused in the Web page you created using Phoreau, Image Concepts, for many years. They can be
toImpact Pro. If you like to use animations in
reached at: digitalduo@jackandsuedrafahl.com. The
Drafahls' web site is: www.jackandsuedrafahl.com/.
your Web page, this is a great way to jazz
ages from that database in a slide show
or on CD or DVD. If
you need to edit a
thumbnail image,
you merely drag it to
the PhotoImpact Pro
program icon located on the right, and
the image is loaded

